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CIRCULAR FOR PERIODIC TEST 2 
 

As we complete the third quarter of school, it is time for us to evaluate the children on all that they have 
learnt in these months. While thanking the Almighty for his divine strength, we also thank you for the 
trust placed in us. Assessments form an integral part of the teaching learning process in school and we will 
now be conducting the THIRD ASSESSMENT i.e., PT 2 (Grade III to VIII) for the AY 2023-24, from Thursday, 
18th January, 2024. 
One revision class will be conducted after the conduction of the test. The schedule for the assessment is 

being attached along with this note. The assessments will be conducted during the school timings. 
 

Points to note- 

1.  For the benefit of children we have already shared the assessment pattern along with the   portion of 

the respective classes through Neverskip. 

2.  The departure time during examination will be 12:30pm 
3.  For grade III to VIII, each question paper is of 20 marks covering the entire PT2 portion for Grades III to 
VIII 
3.  It will be the combination of objective and subjective type questions. 
4. Objective type questions can include MCQs, true false and fill in the blanks and one word answer-
based questions. 
5.  Subjective type questions will include short and long answer type questions. 

6.  The students will have 1 revision class after the paper as per the date sheet. 
 
PERIODIC TEST -2 DATE SHEET 
 

 GRADE 3 GRADE 4 GRADE 5 GRADE 6      GRADE 7     GRADE 8 

18-1-24 / Thurs HINDI     SCIENCE  HINDI MATHS        ENG SCIENCE  

19-1-24 / Fri SST      ENG         SST      SCIENCE          SCIENCE         SANS 

20-1-24 / Sat SCIENCE         HINDI           ENG         SANS       HINDI       MATHS  

22-1-24 / Mon MATHS       SST        SANS SST      MATHS         SST 

23-1-24 / Tues ENG     MATHS      MATHS      HINDI          SANS         HINDI  

24-1-24 / Wed -      SANS     SCIENCE      ENGLISH            SST      ENGLISH  

 

Wishing Good luck to all the students!  

 

 

Thank you, 

 

 

Regards 

Team RESJ 
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